
 

Spinning 'Orbita' Mouse Available in
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Cyber Sport's Orbita mouse replaces the scroll wheel with a spinning jog wheel
for more intuitive navigation. Image credit: Cyber Sport.

It looks like a large shiny button, but the round object is actually the
world's first wireless three-axis mouse, according to its designers, an
Australian technology company called Cyber Sport. The company
designed the Orbita mouse to overcome some of the limitations of
conventional mice by replacing the conventional scroll wheel with a 360°
spinning "jog wheel."

Cyber Sport says that the new mouse provides a more intuitive control
center, better ergonomic handling, and higher efficiency. Rather than
scrolling down a page with jerky vertical finger movement, users of the
Orbita mouse can navigate by rotating the mouse left or right in a natural
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dialing motion.

The Orbita mouse has a small white button at the top, which serves as
the orientation button. Pressing that button calibrates the mouse in the
same direction as the arrow on the screen is currently pointing, so that
left, right, up, and down navigating directions are based on that
orientation.

The orientation feature is particularly useful for navigating in 3D gaming
environments, Google Earth maps, and 3D CAD designs. The mouse
could also have advantages in audio and video applications for frame-by-
frame manipulation.

Because the mouse can be used at any angle, the buttons can also be used
at any angle. The mouse has one "push" button and a series of "squeeze"
buttons to serve as a "right click."

A third button, the "jog dimple" button, can be used to either spin the
mouse or it can work like a standard scroll wheel button on a
conventional mouse. By pressing this button, users can also switch
between vertical and horizontal scrolling. Besides rotating the mouse
with a finger, the device is sensitive enough that users can flick it to
make it spin freely and continuously.

The Orbita mouse, which works with both Macs and PCs, will be sold
for $98.50 starting in January 2009.

More information: http://www.cyberesport.com/

via: Engadget
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